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Abstract: In contrast to the routine (non-targeted) sampling approach of transrectal ultrasound guided biopsies (TRUS-GB), targeted magnetic resonance imaging-guided biopsies (TMRI-GB) target regions of the prostate suspicious for prostate cancer (PCa), based on findings on multiparametric MRI. We sought to examine the pathologic findings identified on TMRI-GB, due to the fact that there are limited studies on this in the Pathology literature. A search was made through our Urologic Pathology files for prostate needle core biopsies that were obtained via TMRI-GB. Forty-six patients were identified. Mean patient (PT) age was 62 years (range: 50-78 years). Twenty one of 46 PTs (46%) had a history of PCa, 10/46 PTs (22%) had a history of negative TRUS-GB and rising PSA, and the remaining 15/46 PTs (32%) had never undergone biopsy. Cancer detection rate on TMRI-GB was 57% for PTs with a prior diagnosis of PCa, 50% for PTs with a history of benign biopsy, and 67% who were biopsy naïve. An average of 3.16 cores were sampled from malignant lesions and an average of 2.74 were sampled from benign lesions (P=0.02). TMRI-GB has a higher cancer detection rate than TRUS-GB. TMRI-GB may have a critical role as a tool for active surveillance, tumor mapping, and primary detection of PCa, which will likely evolve as the ability to identify malignant lesions improve. The roles of pathologists and radiologists in the validation of this procedure will continue to be even more vital in the future.
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Introduction

Prostate cancer (PCa) is a major health problem in men, representing an estimated 27% (233,000) of all new men's cancer cases and 10% (29,480) of all men's cancer related deaths in the United States in 2014 [1]. To establish a definite diagnosis of PCa in patients with elevated prostate specific antigen (PSA) levels or an abnormal digital rectal exam (DRE), a systematic (non-targeted) sampling approach of transrectal ultrasound-guided biopsies (TRUS-GB) remains the accepted standard of care.

The prostate is the only solid organ which is sampled in a standardized, non-targeted manner. In all other solid organs, suspicious areas are identified with the aid of direct visualization or radiologic imaging prior to biopsy [2]. Because prostate cancer is often multifocal and the volume of prostate sampled is relatively small, sampling error is common in TRUS-GB. The collection of 10 to 14 cores during standard TRUS-GB results in PCa detection rates that range from 22% to 44.3% [3-5]. Although collection of up to 14 cores decreases false negative rates (when compared to the sextant protocol), the morbidity and infection associated with such biopsies is not insignificant. In the past decade, hospital admission rates associated with complications following TRUS-GB have quadrupled [6]. In addition, several cases of prostate cancer are missed on the first TRUS-GB, and the likelihood of detecting prostate cancer decreases with each subsequent negative TRUS-GB. One study showed that the rate of cancer detection decreases from 22% on first TRUS-GB to 4% by fourth TRUS-GB [3].
In this setting, TMRI-GB has emerged as a technique which could improve cancer detection rates and potentially limit number of biopsy procedures performed in patients with a high clinical suspicion for cancer. Recent studies have demonstrated that multiparametric MRI effectively localizes PCa lesions, and that targeted biopsies of the lesions accurately detect cancer in clinically suspicious patients [7]. Yet, there is a dearth of literature exploring the pathologic findings of men who have undergone TMRI-GB. In this study, we examined the cancer detection rate in patients with clinical suspicion of PCa and evaluated the histopathologic characteristics of all lesions sampled.

Materials and methods

Magnetic resonance imaging and TMRI-GB

To identify cancer suspicious lesions for subsequent targeted biopsies, all patients underwent a dedicated pre-procedure multiparametric diagnostic MRI scan which utilized a high resolution 32-channel surface pelvic coil. Patients with suspicious lesions underwent their biopsy procedures on the same MRI scanner, typically within 1-60 days following the diagnostic scan. Preliminary imaging consisted of fast axial and sagittal TSE T2-weighted, high resolution axial TSE T2-weighted, and Diffusion-weighted (b=2000) scans to re-demonstrate the target lesions.

TMRI-GB was performed on a 0.3T MRI scanner (Magnetom Trio, Siemens, Germany). The patients were placed in the prone position in the MRI scanner. Transrectal placement of the rectal piece of the Dyna-TRIM system (Invivo, USA) was inserted following lubrication with lidocaine gel. The transrectal piece was then connected to the rest of the system. Preliminary imaging was obtained to identify the transrectal fiducial line, the target lesion(s), and to calculate the trajectory angles in 3 planes. Subsequently, an 18-gauge core biopsy needle was introduced into the target lesion to collect...
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between 1 and 6 cores per lesion (Figures 1-3). Interpretation of the biopsy results was performed by a urologic pathologist.

Pathology

A search was made through our Urologic Pathology files for prostate needle core biopsies that were obtained via TMRI-GB. Patients had either previously undergone prostate biopsies, with either benign or malignant results, or had never undergone previous prostate biopsies. All slides were re-reviewed by a Urologic Pathologist and the histologic findings were documented.

Results

Patient characteristics

Forty-six cases were identified. Mean patient age was 62 years (range: 50-78 years). Mean PSA at the time of TMRI-GB was 9.25 ng/ml (range: 0.49-69.71 ng/ml) and median 5.6 ng/ml. Fifteen of 46 patients (32%) had never undergone prior biopsy at the time of TMRI-GB.
Of the 31 patients (67%) with a prior biopsy, 3/31 (10%) had a TMRI-GB and 28/31 (90%) had a TRUS-GB. Twenty-one of these 31 patients (68%) had a history of PCa, and 10/31 patients (32%) had at least one negative TRUS-GB.

Of the 21 patients with previous PCa diagnosis, 15 patients had a Gleason score of 3+3=6 and were on active surveillance. Four patients had a Gleason score of 7 (3+4 or 4+3), 1 patient had ductal PCa (4+4=8), and 1 patient had a Gleason score of 4+5=9. All patients were described as having at least 1 focal abnormality suspicious for PCa on the dedicated multiparametric diagnostic MRI, with an average of 4.6 lesions identified per patient (range: 1-7 lesions).

**Biopsy results**

An average of 13 cores (range: 3-23 cores) were collected per patient per TMRI-GB procedure with an average of 3 cores (range: 1-6) sampled from each lesion. In this study, TMRI-GB detected cancer in 27/46 patients (59%). Forty-nine of 212 suspicious lesions identified on MRI were cancerous. One hundred fifty five cores were biopsied from these cancerous lesions, and 113/155 cores (73%) contained malignant glands. The highest Gleason score documented for each of the 27 PTs with PCa identified by TMRI-GB is shown in **Figures 4-7**. Five of 10 (50%) PTs with a history of benign biopsy had PCa identified by TMRI-GB. Ten of 15 PTs (67%) with no prior biopsy had a malignant TMRI-GB. Twelve of 21 (57%) PTs with a prior diagnosis of PCa had PCa identified by TMRI-GB. These results grouped according to baseline characteristics are described in **Figure 8**.

All TMRI-GB findings were benign in 19/46 patients (41%). A total of 163 of all 212 (76.8%) lesions sampled contained benign pathologic findings. An average of 3 cores was removed from each benign lesion. Non-cancerous findings included: inflammation in 38 lesions, atypical small acinar proliferation (ASAP) in 4 lesions, high grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (HGPIN) in 10 lesions, benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) in 2 lesions, BCG therapy effect in 8 lesions, no prostatic tissue identified in 5 lesions, and otherwise unremarkable benign prostatic tissue in the remaining 95 lesions. Graphical representation of histology findings in each of 212 lesions sampled by TMRI-GB, is depicted in **Figure 9**.

**Discussion**

TMRI-GB appears to have improved cancer detection rates when compared to TRUS-GB in patients with high clinical suspicion of PCa. Other studies have described TRUS-GB cancer detection rates ranging from 10% to 17%, after an initial negative biopsy [3, 7, 8]. In our patients with history of negative prostate biopsies, cancer detection rate was 50% on TMRI-GB. These findings are similar to those of a 2012 Dutch study, which described a TMRI-GB cancer detection rate of 41%, and a 2011 German study, which described a TMRI-GB cancer detection rate in biopsy naïve men of (69.7%), which is similar to our findings [11, 12]. Overall, our cancer detection rate in all patients is 59%, which is similar to the detection rates of recent studies and within the range of previously reported values [13]. Prior studies have stratified patients as low, moderate, and high according...
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Figure 8. TMRI-GB results grouped according to baseline characteristics.

Figure 9. Histology of each lesion identified by TMRI-GB.

to number of MRI sequences suspicious lesions identified by MRI, with increasing numbers of sequences correlating with higher risk categories [14]. We have not stratified our patients according to radiologic risk during this investigation. However, upon data analysis a curious statistically significant finding was revealed. The mean number of cores sampled from lesions deemed malignant by a urologic pathologist was 3.16 and the mean number of cores sampled from lesions deemed benign by a urologic pathologist was 2.74. Number of cores was extrapolated from the number of passes performed by the interventional radiologist as indicated in the radiologic procedure note. We believe more cores were retrieved from malignant lesions due to radiologic findings that raised the suspicions of the interventional radiologists. These particular characteristics have not yet been elucidated, but we intend to characterize them in future studies. As we also document benign histologic findings in our pathology reports, we may also be able to characterize findings which are more likely associated with benign prostatic hyperplasia, high grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia or atypical small acinar proliferation, and less likely associated with cancer.

In conclusion, as cancer detection rates improve with TMRI-GB (and as specific radiologic characteristics of suspicious lesions become elucidated) we may be able to decrease the number of unnecessary biopsies performed on patients with a high clinical suspicion for PCa, and focus more on targeted lesions within the prostate gland. We predict that increasingly targeted biopsies will ultimately decrease the number of biopsy sessions required to diagnose PCa as well as decrease the number of cores sampled per biopsy session, thereby decreasing cost and risk of infection. TMRI-GB may have a critical role as a tool for active surveillance, tumor mapping, and primary detection of PCa, and Pathologists and Radiologists will continue to play even more critical roles in the validation of this procedure.
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